The task of the mixed pure CAD generating method developed by the authors consists in finding only the points situated on the gear tooth surface. The use of the mixed CAD gear generating method results in a very large and particular type of Points Cloud: This contains points situated both in the tooth space, and on the tooth surface. The existing filtering programs and methods, as it was presented in previous papers, cannot deal with these particular point sets. The development of the named particular generating method claims an algorithm and a computer software which can find the envelope of the Points Cloud. This papers presents an Alpha Shape algorithm based filtering algorithm, adapted and developed to be used together with the mixed CAD generating software.
Introduction
The modeling of various gear types in virtual environment is widely present in the literature. The virtual solid or surface models of gears [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9] , virtual gearing [8, 9] or virtual manufacturing process studies of the gears [3] are the less expensive methods to develop and study new gearing solutions. Working in virtual environment needs specific models (solid, surface, assembly, FEA etc.) and specific software, developed for general or particular solutions. These solutions cannot describe precisely the real manufacturing process, but they can give a very good and fast evaluation for any further possible investments in manufacturing machines, tools or further theoretical researches.
In the past decades many good and validated virtual modeling solution were developed or proposed. Numerous software products were developed to solve particular cases [1, 3, 8] , beside the well-known universally applicable modeling methods: solid or surface modeling using the teeth surface equations deduced with the meshing theory, Boolean Subtracting or Additive methods, the use of the relative movements of the workpiece and the tool etc.
The authors of the present paper have proposed a mixed CAD method to generate gears and other surface models, based also on the relative movement between the workpiece and the cutting tool [6, 7] . A software was developed to realize various combination of circular and linear motions of the tool and workpiece gear, proper to simulate the complex movements of the real gear generating process. Paper [7] presents a model able to generate helical gears using the real feed motions of a gear hobbing process. The proposed pure CAD solution uses well-defined points sets located on each cutting edge of a gear hob. During the relative motion this points reach different positions in the workspace. The generating process produces a large amount of points clustered in a specific points cloud, situated mostly in the tooth space, and partially on the surfaces of the gear teeth. In a first step the raw points cloud is truncated by the generating software according to the expected gear dimensions. Thus it results a smaller points cloud situated into the teeth spaces, and partially outside of them. The obtained points cloud is not similar to that obtained with RE scanning methods. The difference consists in the fact that here the points are spread in a volume, but the necessary subset of this -points situated on the tooth surface -can be defined as the envelope surface of this cloud. Finding this envelope raises also serious difficulties as the expected surfaces parts can be both convex and concave surfaces. Once the envelope surface is defined, the gear teeth can be built by using regular CAD procedures, NURBS surfaces and then solid models. As it was demonstrated in [6, 7] the generating time compared to models using theoretical equations are much smaller, and only fractions of the generating time of a Solid Boolean generating process (second to minutes depending on simulation step precision). The main issue remains to find the envelope of this special points cloud, to validate the obtained final solid models visually and eventually with a comparative FEA analysis.
The definition of tooth flank vertices
The points obtained through the generating algorithm are shown in Figure 1 . Due to the kinematics of the generating algorithm the points set covers all tooth spaces. To carry on with the tooth surface mesh one single gap is considered as shown in Figure 2 In order to separate those points from the point cloud which are the vertices of the tooth surface (the outer points from the cloud) different mathematical algorithms were considered (ex. 3D Delaunay triangulation, convex hull [15] ), but the results were not favorable for further surface reconstruction where a foreseen precision is given. A well-known algorithm for the convex hull determination in case of finite set of point, based on the Voronoi diagram, is the α-shape algorithm [12] . In [14] is presented a very condensed form of the algorithm definition: Given a point set S, a point p ∈ S is α-extreme if there exists an empty open disk (i.e., not containing any point from the point cloud) of radius α with p on its boundary. Two points p, q ∈ S are called α-neighbors if they share such an empty disk. The α-shape of S is the straight line graph whose vertices are the α-extreme points and whose edges connect the respective α-neighbors.
To apply the above mentioned algorithm, it is necessary to transform the 3D point cloud in a 2D problem. That for, the point cloud is divided horizontally in n equal wide parts with a given thickness d, resulting through this n subsets of the cloud (Figure 3) . Further, each point of each subset is projected in one of the subset delimiting planes. Finally the original points cloud results reorganized in the n+1 sectioning planes, which contains the projection of all original points. The α-shape algorithm is applied afterward to all n+1 subsets. As result, in any sectioning plane the outer points of the cloud will be selected (Fig.4) . In each slice these will build up the hull that is evidently a curve segment on the envelope. In order to construct the surface of the tooth, the hulls must be connected.
The presented points cloud transformation algorithm is charged by two types of errors. The first one is the radial error defined as the distance of the projected point to the theoretical surface. Thus, inside any slice the hull of the point set is charged with the radial error . Based on the geometrical peculiarities defined in Figure 3 the value of this is given by:
= tan
The maximum deviation of the determined tooth surface to the theoretical one can be determined also, and it will be measured normal to the theoretical surface Γ (Fig.3.) . According to the notations the maximum normal deviation is calculated by: = sin 
Conclusion
The Points Cloud generated with the proposed pure CAD method presents two main problems:
1. As the generated points are placed in a volume, not near an "expected" surface, the probably envelope surfaces of the generated points have convex and concave parts, thus the algorithms used in Reverse Engineering cannot be used. 2. However a proper algorithm was built to deal with this special Points Cloud, as part of a further modeling process, an adequate precision must be obtained to gather proper precision of the final gear models. This step can be refined only with numerous empiric run of the algorithm, followed by surface or solid modeling of the gears and finally, the validation of the gear models using different validating methods (visual evaluation, FEA etc.). Applying the developed algorithm for a user specified number of slices, it produces a reduced (filtered) points set (Fig.6 .) that will be used further to build the gear teeth surfaces. 
